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 Su Chengfeng understood very well in his heart. 

Right now, the only person who could stop that mysterious expert was his own granddaughter, Su Zhiyu. 

He said to Su Anshun and He Lao, "If Zhiyu is willing to put in a good word for me, she can definitely 

make that person give up or delay the idea of hunting me down ......" 

Su Anshun nodded repeatedly and said, "I think that mysterious person must have deep feelings for 

Missy, otherwise he would not have chased her from Japan to Jinling to protect her, if Missy can really 

put in a good word for you, it might be possible to make a big deal out of a small one ......" 

Su Chengfeng sighed and said, "I can't fight and I can't hide, so the only way left is to beg for forgiveness 

......" 

He Lao couldn't help but ask, "Master, I know Miss Zhiyu's character quite well, I'm afraid she's not that 

good at talking about this matter, right?" 

"Indeed ......" Su Chengfeng said in a depressed voice, "This girl has a huge appetite, I gave her the entire 

Ocean Shipping Group to shut her up about the previous launch, if I still beg her this time, I don't know 

what she will ask for ......" 

Speaking of this, Su Chengfeng's expression was cold as he recited, "The reason why the Ocean Shipping 

Group was given to her was to see if she could bring that business to life, if not, then dead ...... 

In her hands is no different from dying in my hands, but if it can be revived, I still have to get this 

business back sooner or later with interest, but if she still wants my other business, I can't say anything 

to cut the meat again ......" 

Su Anshun spoke up, "Master, why don't you make a phone call first to sound out Missy?" 

"Mm!" Su Chengfeng nodded and said, "I'll give her a call here, oh yes Anshun, I asked you to secretly 

keep an eye on her recent moves, do you know what she's been doing these past two days?" 

Su Anshun hurriedly said, "Master, Missy went to the Buckingham Palace Hotel today." 

"What?!" Su Chengfeng frowned and asked in a stern voice, "What? Could it be that she is going to talk 

to the Ye family about cooperation?" 

Su Anshun explained, "It's not to talk about cooperation with the Ye family, it's to talk about cooperation 

with Ito Yohiko, and as you know, Ito Yohiko is staying at the Buckingham Palace recently." 

Su Chengfeng sighed with relief and nodded, "I almost forgot about this, Shoudao was looking for a 

chance to see Ito Yohiko before she disappeared at Buckingham Palace, will Ito Yohiko take care of her if 

Zhiyu runs over to see him now?" 

Su Anshun nodded and said, "According to the news sent back by my people, after Missy went to 

Buckingham Palace, It was in the hotel lobby that he was picked up by Yohiko Ito's sister, Emi Ito." 



"What?!" Su Chengfeng asked in surprise, "Yohiko Ito agreed to see her?" 

Su An Shun then said, "My men followed up and saw that Missy did go into Ito Yohiko's room." 

Su Chengfeng couldn't help but be a bit stunned, and then couldn't help but sigh, "Ever since the chaos 

among the three major families in Tokyo and the Ito family's winner takes all, our ocean shipping group, 

even without being punished, Ito Yohiko was unwilling to cooperate with us, and Shoudao, as the son of 

the Su family and the heir to the Su family in the eyes of outsiders, couldn't even get Ito Yohiko to meet 

with him. Zhiyu has actually done it!" 

Su Anshun nodded and said, "Missy is intelligent and eloquent, and her eloquence is not comparable to 

that of ordinary young people. 

Su Chengfeng said with some delight, "If that's the case, the ocean shipping business might be revived. 

With that, he immediately picked up his mobile phone and sent a message to Su Zhiyu, which read, 

"Zhiyu, please call grandpa back when it's convenient. 
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 When Su Zhiyu saw this message, she immediately told Ye Chen, while asking him, "Mr. Ye, should I give 

him one back now?" 

Ye Chen nodded and smiled, "Go back and see what he says." 

Su Zhiyu hurriedly dialed Su Chengfeng's number. 

The call was quickly answered. 

On the other end of the line, Su Chengfeng pretended to be concerned and asked, "Zhiyu, how have you 

been these past few days? Have you encountered any problems that you need grandpa's help with?" 

Su Zhiyu said in a nonchalant tone, "I've been doing well lately, trying to revitalise my ocean shipping 

business, I appreciate your kindness, but I don't need your help." 

Su Chengfeng sighed and said guiltily, "These two days, grandpa has been unable to eat or sleep, not 

only is his heart full of guilt for you and your mother, but he has also been thinking about how to 

compensate you both. I thought I would give you the island that the Su family has reserved for 

themselves in the Maldives, so that you and your mother can go there and have a good rest. 

Although the islands in the Maldives are expensive, they are not very valuable. The island developed by 

the Su family only cost a few tens of millions of dollars, like the Maldivian government buying the right 

to use it for a hundred years. 

An island that not only has to have a whole set of architectural solutions to go with a lot of luxury 

decorations, but also a full set of hardware facilities such as a marina, a helicopter pad and satellite 

communications, and even an independent ...... 



Power generation and desalination capacity. 

The Su family has invested nearly three billion RMB in the construction of the whole package. 

Originally, Su Chengfeng saw the island as his future paradise, so he spared no expense in this regard. 

If he were to give it to Su Zhiyu, he would not be able to do so. 

But he was only paying lip service to the idea of winning his granddaughter's heart. 

According to his understanding of Su Zhiyu, he felt that it was unlikely that Su Zhiyu would want the 

island for herself. 

First of all, Su Zhiyu's whole heart is now focused on her ocean shipping business, so she is definitely not 

interested in going to the Maldives. 

Secondly, her mother, Du Haiqing, might hate her right now, so if she were to go to her island to relax, 

Du Haiqing would definitely not agree. 

Sure enough. 

Once Su Zhiyu heard him say these words, she couldn't help but frown. 

She was not stupid either. 

Knowing that there was at least nine points of false sentiment in grandpa's words. 

But what a bullshit island in the Maldives, she wasn't even interested in it! 

Su Zhiyu was about to refuse, when she saw Ye Chen give herself a wink, signalling her to agree to it. 

So, she hesitated for a moment and said, "Then thank you very much, grandpa, please ask grandpa to 

ask housekeeper Su to bring the title documents of the island to Jinling some other day. Mum went to 

relax." 

When Su Chengfeng heard this, he instantly felt a strong pain in his flesh. 

He thought to himself, "I was just being polite, why did you really agree? You are so young, what do you 

need an island for your retirement? If you take it away from me, what am I going to do? I can't develop 

another one from scratch, can I?" 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly said, "Zhiyu, the title documents of the island have to be transferred to the 

Maldives, which is relatively troublesome, but you and your mother can go there first to rest and relax." 

Su Zhiyu said smoothly, "That's perfect, I'll do the title transfer on the way while I'm there." 

Saying that, Su Zhiyu added, "Grandpa, you also know that my mother must have some opinions about 

you, if that island was under your name, she would definitely not go there, but it would be different if it 

was under my name." 

Su Chengfeng could only say resentfully, "You're right, it's grandpa who owes you consideration, in that 

case, if you have time to go sometime, I'll have Anshun go there too, and get the formalities done ......" 



Saying that, Su Chengfeng hurriedly added, "By the way Zhiyu, grandpa still has something to ask you for 

a favor this time ......" 

Su Zhiyu gave a hint: "Go ahead." 

Su Chengfeng said: "This is the case, that benefactor of yours, just now called me, he may have some 

misunderstanding with me, the telephone conversation seems not too pleasant, so grandpa would like 

to ask you to help to make peace with him, in the future, we do not cross the river water, do you think it 

is okay? 
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 Hearing this, Su Zhiyu couldn't help but look up at Ye Chen. 

She found that Ye Chen had gauged the wily grandfather to a tee, and he said that grandfather would 

definitely come to beg for his help, not realising that grandfather had really done what he had expected. 

However, she did not know exactly why grandpa had angered Ye Chen, nor did she know that grandpa 

had sent a compulsion expert to Jinling to try to assassinate Ye Chen. 

So, instead of agreeing to do so immediately, she opened her mouth and asked, "Grandpa, you said you 

had some misunderstanding with your benefactor, can you tell me exactly what the misunderstanding is 

first? Even if I promise you, I still have to find an entry point to communicate with my benefactor after I 

understand it clearly. 

Su Chengfeng hesitated for a moment, sighed a few times and said: "It's not really a misunderstanding, 

it's mainly because I was confused for a moment, I hired a master of metaphysics from England and sent 

him to Jinling to find the whereabouts of your benefactor. 

I just wanted to find this person and talk to him face to face, but the metaphysical expert I hired might 

have been a little too aggressive and killed innocent people in Jinling ...... 

The man who also tried to kill the benefactor, but it was all the guy's own idea, but your benefactor did 

not know ah, thought I sent to kill him, so some angry with me 

Su Zhiyu was dumbfounded. 

She did not expect that grandfather would dare to make such a small move! 

And this time, the small action is no longer directed at herself, but at the benefactor! 

This immediately made her furious, and she questioned out of the blue: " Why did you send someone to 

assassinate Eunuch? !" 

Su Chengfeng noticed that Su Zhiyu's address to herself immediately changed from "you" to "you" and 

realized that she must be very angry, so he hurriedly explained: "It was not my intention, it was all 

because that guy didn't know what was good for him and had to to be a hero 



Su Zhiyu asked rhetorically: "Do you think I will believe it? You can even kill my mother, not to mention 

the benefactor? 

Su Chengfeng knew that his sophistry was pointless, so he could only say helplessly: "Zhiyu, there is no 

point in talking about this now, grandpa can guarantee that he will never make the same mistake again, 

and I hope you will talk to that benefactor. 
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 Although Su Zhiyu was very angry in his heart, but remembering Ye Chen's words, his tone eased a little 

and he said: "I am now at Buckingham Palace to talk to Ito Yohiko of the Ito family, I really don't know 

the situation on my grandfather's side, but after I finish talking to Mr. Ito, I will try to talk to my 

grandfather. 

After that, Su Zhiyu warned seriously: 'Grandpa, there is something I must say to you clearly, my 

grandfather saved me twice, my mother and my brother, he is as kind to me, in my heart, he is more 

important than you! 

Although Su Chengfeng was very upset in his heart, he did not dare to say anything more at this time. 

He knew that Su Zhiyu was sincere in what she said, and that she was not the doting grandfather in Su 

Zhiyu's mind, but half an enemy, so he was not surprised that Su Zhiyu said such things. 

However, he was surprised that Su Zhiyang had such a clear-cut attitude, it seems that the style of his 

granddaughter has become more and more simple and violent. 

Although upset, Su Chengfeng was relieved to hear Su Zhiyu say she was willing to try to intercede for 

herself. 

Then, he achieved his goal, so he did not continue to dwell too much on this issue, and directly changed 

the subject: "By the way, Zhiyu, how did you talk with Ito Yohiko? This guy has always wanted to 

cooperate with us, to break out of Asia and go global together, but since the incident in Tokyo, he 

doesn't seem to think much of us anymore. 

Yes." Su Zhiyu said: "Mr. Ito's attitude has really changed, but his mentality is understandable, so far we 

have a good conversation, after all, now is not the same as before, I also lowered the posture, I intend to 

take the entire ocean shipping group and the Ito family to set up a new company, then the Ito family 

shares 51%, I hold 49%, so that the Fixed assets transition to the new company's name, and then the Su 

family's ocean shipping group written off, should be able to avoid the previous restrictions and risks. 

When Su Chengfeng heard this, although he was surprised, he did not feel very resistant. 

He did not expect that Su Zhiyu could really get back on line with Ito Yohiko, although this cooperation 

sounds a bit unpleasant to lose the controlling interest, but after all, it is now a special situation, there 

must be a moderate sacrifice if you ask for it. 



In the long run, the assets as well as the business can be reborn in a shell, even if it is a sacrifice of some 

of the benefits, but also to be able to revitalize the whole business, not to lose more and more. 

Thinking of this, he then reminded Su Zhiyu said: "Zhiyu, with the Ito family joint ...... 
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 The new company can be set up by the government, but you must leave a backhand. Write down in the 

contract that you reserve the right to withdraw all the assets and resources after you have bought them 

into the company, so that once the restrictions imposed on us by the government are lifted, we can still 

pull out all these assets and restart the Su family's own ocean shipping group. 

Ye Chen was listening, but in his heart, he could not help but think that this old man was really 

calculating, even at this time, he did not forget to keep a backhand. 

In his heart, Su Zhiyu felt that since he had decided to work with Ye Chen, he naturally could not play 

this kind of mind games with him. 

To make such a small move would be like having the dowry notarized before you marry into your 

husband's family. 

This way, once the marriage breaks up, or if one does not want to live with one's husband anymore, one 

will draw away with all the dowry. 

Although legally there is no problem, with such a premise in place, it is unlikely that the relationship 

between the two families will remain strong, and such an act will naturally become a gap between them. 

So, she said to Su Chengfeng: "This matter, I still intend to take out 100% sincerity to cooperate with 

each other, only then, we can collaborate perfectly without reservation, together with the industry 

bigger and bigger, if we come up to each other to leave a variety of heart, this cooperation will certainly 

not last. 

Su Chengfeng said seriously: "Zhi fish ah, our Su family is not without joint ventures with others, but the 

premise of joint ventures are our absolute control, this is actually very important, we a ...... 

Definitely have to hold the initiative in hand to be able to, now Ito Yohiko want to hold, then we have to 

leave ourselves a way back, otherwise in case everything is led by the nose by others, then it is too 

passive!" 

Su Zhiyu heard here, said in a somewhat serious tone: "This point I do not see it the same way as you, if I 

want to leave a full withdrawal of the back hand now, the Ito family will certainly make the same 

request, if the other side has not been doing okay, but if the other side before we can solve the 

problem, first sweep us off our feet, then what do we do? Not everyone has to do things according to 

our way of thinking. 

Speaking of which, Su Zhiyu added:In addition, since you have given me the Ocean Shipping Group as 

compensation, I also hope you can keep your promise and respect my operational decisions. 



Then, Su Zhiyu turned his words and said: "Of course, I will also keep my promise to you, after talking to 

Mr. Ito in a while, I will immediately communicate with my benefactor and try to persuade him. 

Su Chengfeng could only say resentfully: "Okay! In that case, I will never interfere with your operational 

decisions again in the future! 

Before hanging up the phone, Su Zhiyu reminded: "By the way, the Maldives is simple to do, why don't I 

go there tomorrow, it should only take seven hours to fly over, if you are more efficient, you can finish 

the transfer in a day. 

Su Chengfeng on the other end of the phone rubbed his chest and said with dismay: "Okay, I'll have 

Anshun fly to the Maldives tomorrow. 
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 After hanging up the phone, Su Chengfeng whole person although relieved, but the expression is still 

very ugly. 

The Maldives island, just he used to politely polite, did not expect Su Zhiyu accepted it, and can not wait 

to do the transfer, which makes his heart extra meat pain. 

This is his own retirement place, its significance, no less than the ancient old man to their own prepared 

in advance of the heavy coffin. 

The ancients said that the coffin book, that is, before you die, you have to buy yourself a set of 

expensive and heavy coffin in advance, many elderly people see the coffin more important than life, 

because after death to sleep in the coffin, as a last resort, which is willing to give up. 

Although modern people are not so important to the afterlife, but the old age or extra care, who want 

to be able to take care of their old age, so there are so many people desperate to go to the south to buy 

property, to prepare for the future of retirement. 

Su Chengfeng is also the same, painstakingly developed an island, in order to enjoy the most luxurious 

retirement life there in the future. 

But now he has not yet retired, the island has been handed over to Su Zhiyu. 

Although ...... 

The heartache, but once he thought that Su Zhiyu might be able to help to make peace, so that he did 

not have to be afraid to escape, his mood was slightly relieved. 

On the other hand, Su Zhiyu did not feel excited about getting the island either. 

For her, she just wanted to make Su Chengfeng's flesh hurt, and as for the island after it was transferred 

to her, she didn't bother to go over and enjoy it. 

And she knew very well that her mother was even less likely to go. 



Mom herself is not a fan of these luxurious enjoyment, so right now her biggest wish is not to go to 

some vacation mecca to rest and relax, but to renovate the old mansion where Ye Changye lived as soon 

as possible, and then live in that small set of courtyard to see things. 

So she said to Ye Chen: "Mr. Ye, that island in the Maldives, which my grandfather took a lot of trouble 

to build, is really a very good environment, but my mother and I are not very interested in it, so I'll give it 

to you with a flower." 

Ye Chen waved his hand and laughed: "You are not interested, I am not interested, for me, where to 

live, in fact, there is no essential difference. 

Su Zhiyu said against his will: "You have time ...... 
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 If you want to take your wife and family over to relax, otherwise the island is idle". 

Ye Chen smiled: "I appreciate the kindness, as for going or not, let's talk about it later. 

Su Zhiyu nodded, then said: "Then I will go to the Maldives tomorrow, to complete the transfer of 

things, and then with you to set up a joint venture company. 

Ye Chen said: ''Good, this is not urgent in a day or two, after all, there are still a lot of preliminary 

preparations, I will let my side of the business responsible for this piece of contact with you, after the 

two of you play together, together to operate this piece of business. 

The two of you will work together to run this business.' Good! Su Zhiyu said: ''Zhiyu all listen to your 

arrangements. 

After chatting with Su Zhiyu, Ye Chen asked Emi Ito to send her out of Buckingham Palace, while Ye Chen 

himself went to his office with Richard Chen. 

Chen Zekai took a phone call at this time, then came to the front and spoke: "Young master, Miss Gu's 

side of the agency team has sent a confirmation letter, in the Buckingham Palace booked eighty-five 

rooms, more than one hundred and fifty people, tomorrow to stay. 

Ye Chen asked curiously: "Is it Nui Nui? She's coming to Jinling. 

Yes." Chen Zekai said, "In three days it will be Miss Gu's concert, her team will come over tomorrow to 

inspect the venue, rehearse the day after tomorrow, and start singing the day after tomorrow. 

Ye Chen nodded and laughed, "I've been hoping for the stars and the moon, but finally she's here, but 

why didn't she say hello to me?" 

Chen Zekai said with a smile, "Maybe she wanted to give you a surprise. 

If he really wanted to give me a surprise, he wouldn't have set the hotel for his stay at Buckingham 

Palace. 



Saying that, Ye Chen took out his phone and said: "I'll give her a call. 

Chen Zekai wisely withdrew from the office, and Ye Chen's side also called Gu Qiuyi's phone. 

When Gu Qiuyi picked up the phone, she asked joyfully, "Brother Ye Chen, why are you calling me at this 

time?" 

Ye Chen laughed, "What's wrong with calling at this time? 

Gu Qiuyi said with a smile: "Of course there is no problem, just a little surprised to receive your call, you 

usually do not take the initiative to give me a call. 

Ye Chen said, "I heard from Chen that your team is coming over tomorrow. What about you? Are you 

coming tomorrow? 

Gu Qiuyi explained:" Tomorrow I will not go over first, my team will go over first ...... 
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 The venue's hardware docking acceptance, including lighting and sound and choreography 

configuration, as well as on-site display materials and whatnot, the day after tomorrow noon rehearsals, 

so I fly to Jinling early the morning after. 

Ye Chen said: "I thought you would also come tomorrow. 

Gu Qiuyi is very sorry to say: "Sorry ah brother Ye Chen, I can not pass tomorrow, there is a very hot 

talent show in Yanjing tomorrow to record the final, long invited me to do the final special guests and 

judges, so I have to go to the recording tomorrow, I have to trouble brother Ye Chen wait for me one 

more day. 

Ye Chen is very understanding said: "It does not matter, work is important, but also take care of your 

body, do not work too hard. 

Gu Qiu Yi then said: " Do not worry brother Ye Chen, tell you a little secret, I have decided, when the 

tour is finished, will quit the entertainment industry indefinitely. 

Ye Chen asked in confusion: "not doing well? Why do you want to quit?" 

The reason is because it's not interesting anymore. The reason I entered the entertainment industry was 

to have the opportunity to find you, and now that I have found you, there is no reason to stay in the 

business. If I didn't think there were still many fans looking forward to this year's tour, I would have 

wanted to call it quits, so this time I plan to make the tour good... ... 

It was good to do it before officially quitting, and to give an explanation to the fans. 

Ye Chen smiled faintly and said softly, "No matter what you want to do, I support your decision." 

Gu Qiuyi said happily:" I knew brother Ye Chen loved me the most! 



Saying that, she hurriedly reminded again, "Brother Ye Chen, the matter of me quitting the 

entertainment industry, you should not disclose it to the public yet, I was planning to announce it live 

during the concert in Jinling, okay? 

"Of course." Ye Chen seriously said: "Don't worry, I will keep my mouth shut. 

Gu Qiuyi then put down her heart, said with a smile: "This time the concert, I have put a lot of a lot of 

thought into it, when the time comes Ye Chen brother you must not forget the appointment! 

Ye Chen said with certainty:" Don't worry, even if the sky falls, I won't break the appointment. 

Gu Qiuyi was in a great mood and said in a delicate voice:" Hee hee, that's good! I hope that you will 

also be this unwavering in your attitude towards our engagement! 

Ye Chen instantly sweatdropped and hurriedly changed the subject to ask: ''By the way, how are Uncle 

Gu and Auntie Lin doing lately? 

Gu Qiuyi laughed: ''They are really too good to be true, this time they even said they would come to 

Jinling to see my concert, and by the way they came to see you too! 
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 Ye Chen did not expect that Gu Yanzhong and Lin Wanqiu couple would also come to Jinling. 

After hearing that, he hurriedly asked: "How are Uncle Gu and Auntie Lin's schedule arranged? Do you 

want my side to arrange accommodation in advance? 

Gu Qiuyi said with a smile: " My parents are estimated to go over on the day of the concert, and they 

have a lot of things to do here in Yanjing, go over to the concert that day, and then fly back at night. 

Said, Gu Qiuyi said: "In fact, parents are not to see my concert, after all, my next concert in Yanjing, they 

are mainly to meet you, by the way, to celebrate your birthday. 

Ye Chen heard that Gu Yanzhong and Lin Wanqiu are coming to celebrate his birthday, heart moved, but 

also feel a little ashamed, busy said: "Nui Nui, I as a junior, how can I let Uncle Gu and Aunt Lin come so 

far to celebrate my birthday! 

Gu Qiuyi casually laughed: "Oh, it does not matter, Mom and Dad would have treated you as their own 

children, not to mention that you also saved my father's life, saved the fate of our family, with this 

kindness in, even if you go to the United States, Mom and Dad will certainly rush over to celebrate your 

birthday! 

said, Gu Qiuyi said: "Ye Chen brother, do you remember, when I was small, every time you have a 

birthday, or my birthday, our two families will always take time to celebrate together, then because 

dinner are to eat at home, with a large group of people, so we are noon when the two families of six 

people to go out to find a single place about a meal. 

Ye Chen Du ...... 



Of course I remember! Every time I had a birthday, you always sang around me, and when it was your 

birthday, Mum asked me to sing to you, but I was always embarrassed 

"Yeah!" Gu Qiuyi said with a smile: you were so introverted back then, you didn't talk or play with me 

much, I always took the initiative to pester you.' 

Ye Chen sighed in his heart, 'I wasn't introverted because of that, but because I was bashful and 

awkward! 

Imagine a child of a few years old, being told that he would marry that little girl who was like a faggot in 

the future, could he not be squirming in his heart? 

However, this was not said by Ye Chen, but he laughed: ''Maybe I was shy when I was small. 

Gu Qiuyi said with a smile: "Brother Ye Chen, why don't you also spend noon on your birthday with our 

family this time, okay? My parents will be especially happy, don't you think?" 

Ye Chen was calculating the time when Gu Qiuyi hurriedly added: "Brother Ye Chen, I know that you 

must be at home with your wife for dinner on your birthday, that's why I booked the start time of the 

concert to 8pm. then leave for the stadium at seven o'clock. 

"Since you eat at home in the evening, you don't have to eat at home for lunch, right? 

Here, Gu Qiuyi's voice with a few pleading said: "Ye Chen brother, my parents so far away to run, You 

have to give them a chance to eat with you and celebrate your birthday! In addition, I also want to be 

like when I was a child, when you blow out the candles and make a wish, beside you to sing you a 

birthday song, you say okay? 

Hearing this, Ye Chen was moved in his heart, but also knew that he could not refuse Gu Qiuyi's request. 

So, he did not hesitate to say: "Good! Then at noon on the day of the birthday, I'll have Hong Wu vacate 

the entire Tian Xiang House, and we'll eat there then!" Great!" Gu Qiuyi cheered, excitedly said:" Then 

it's a deal, then I'll prepare the birthday cake! 

Ye Chen laughed: "I'll just buy a cake myself, don't worry about it. 

"How can that be!" Gu Qiuyi said: How can you let the birthday boy buy his own cake! Besides, you're 

such a straight man with cancer, the cake you choose will definitely not look good, or I'll order it from 

Yanjing first, and have them fly it over early that morning after it's ready." 

Ye Chen helplessly said: "It does not need to be such a big trouble, right? 

Gu Qiuyi said very seriously: "Of course it does! This is my first birthday to you after nearly 20 years, the 

cake must choose the best, even if there is a little regret, I can not forgive myself! 

Ye Chen had to say: "Then okay, the cake matter will be left to you." 

Gu Qiuyi said repeatedly: "Mm-hmm! Just leave it to me, brother Ye Chen you don't have to worry about 

anything! 
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 "Good!" Ye Chen answered, and asked: 'Oh yes Nui Nui, when will you come over the day after 

tomorrow? 

Gu Qiuyi smiled and asked: "Why are you asking so clearly, are you going to pick me up at the airport? 

Ye Chen responded: "If time allows, I can go pick you up ah. 

"That's great!" Gu Qiuyi said: "You tell me, what time do you allow the day after tomorrow, I will fly 

there at the time you allow! Anyway, I take my own private plane, what time is fine. 

Said, Gu Qiuyi and hurriedly added: "Oh yes brother Ye Chen, I have to rush to the venue rehearsal at 

two o'clock in the afternoon, so the latest at twelve o'clock to Jinling, you see you. Is the morning time 

suitable? 

Ye Chen thought about it and said: "I have to send your sister-in-law to the company at eight o'clock in 

the morning, the other times should be fine. 

Gu Qiuyi muttered: " I do not recognize her as my sister-in-law! In addition to myself, I do not recognize 

anyone as my sister-in-law, I want to be my own sister-in-law! 

Ye Chen a sweat, helplessly said: "Let's get down to business, I can do it from nine o'clock onwards." 

Gu Qiuyi pondered for a moment, then said: ''Then let's do it this way, I'm scheduled to land around ten 

o'clock, so I can still go to the hotel and drop off my luggage first, is your time okay, brother Ye Chen? 

Ye Chen said readily, "No problem! 

Gu Qiuyi said happily: "Brother Ye Chen, since we have all agreed, you must not stand me up. 

Ye Chen said, "Don't worry, I won't. 

Brother Ye Chen, I have something to do now, so I won't talk to you yet. 

"Good! 

At the other end of the phone, before hanging up, Gu Qiuyi gave a kiss to the phone: "Mua! 

Ye Chen shook his head and hung up the phone helplessly. 

Afterwards, Ye Chen called Hong Wu, and when the call was answered, Hong Wu on the other end 

asked, "Master Ye, what are your orders? 

Ye Chen said, "Hong Wu, on the second day of the second month of February when the dragon raises its 

head, will there be many reservations at the Tian Xiang Mansion? 

Hong Wu said without thinking, "Master Ye, If you want to use it, I will immediately arrange to push 

back all the appointments. 

Ye Chen then said:" This will not make things difficult for you, will it? 



"No." Hong Wu smiled, "Our Tian 

If the reservation fails due to our fault, we will compensate a portion of the cash according to our rules, 

so I have absolute control on my side. 

Ye Chen said: "Good, then you can help me to push out all other reservations, I have to entertain my 

valuable guests at noon that day. 

Hong Wu didn't hesitate to say: ''Okay Master Ye, I'll make the arrangements. 

Ye Chen added: "The compensation for the booked clients, later on you can ask your finance 

department to calculate the total amount and let me know, I will pay for it. 

Hong Wu said: "Master Ye, what are you doing? Hong Wu's life was given by you, why are you still polite 

to me for this small matter? 

Ye Chen smiled faintly: "Alright, then I won't be polite with you, you can make the arrangements." 

Hong Wu laughed:" Come on, Master Ye, I'll do my job, don't worry! 

 


